The wetting properties of immiscible two-phase systems are crucial in a wide range of applications, from lab-on-a-chip devices to field-scale oil recovery. It has long been known that effective wetting properties can be altered by the application of an electric field; a phenomenon coined as electrowetting. Here, we consider theoretically and numerically a single droplet sitting on an (insulated) conductor, i.e., within a capacitor. The droplet consists of a pure phase without solutes, while the surrounding fluid contains a symmetric monovalent electrolyte, and the interface between them is impermeable. Using nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann theory, we present a theoretical prediction of the dependency of the apparent contact angle on the applied electric potential. We then present well-resolved dynamic simulations of electrowetting using a phase-field model, where the entire two-phase electrokinetic problem, including the electric double layers (EDLs), is resolved. The simulations show that, while the contact angle on scales smaller than the EDL is unaffected by the application of an electric field, an apparent contact angle forms on scales beyond the EDL. This contact angle relaxes in time towards a saturated apparent contact angle. The dependency of the contact angle upon applied electric potential is in good compliance with the theoretical prediction. The only phenomenological parameter in the prediction is shown to only depend on the permeability ratio between the two phases. Based on the resulting unified description, we obtain an effective expression of the contact angle which can be used in more macroscopic numerical simulations, i.e. where the electrokinetic problem is not fully resolved.
The wetting properties of immiscible two-phase systems are crucial in a wide range of applications, from lab-on-a-chip devices to field-scale oil recovery. It has long been known that effective wetting properties can be altered by the application of an electric field; a phenomenon coined as electrowetting. Here, we consider theoretically and numerically a single droplet sitting on an (insulated) conductor, i.e., within a capacitor. The droplet consists of a pure phase without solutes, while the surrounding fluid contains a symmetric monovalent electrolyte, and the interface between them is impermeable. Using nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann theory, we present a theoretical prediction of the dependency of the apparent contact angle on the applied electric potential. We then present well-resolved dynamic simulations of electrowetting using a phase-field model, where the entire two-phase electrokinetic problem, including the electric double layers (EDLs), is resolved. The simulations show that, while the contact angle on scales smaller than the EDL is unaffected by the application of an electric field, an apparent contact angle forms on scales beyond the EDL. This contact angle relaxes in time towards a saturated apparent contact angle. The dependency of the contact angle upon applied electric potential is in good compliance with the theoretical prediction. The only phenomenological parameter in the prediction is shown to only depend on the permeability ratio between the two phases. Based on the resulting unified description, we obtain an effective expression of the contact angle which can be used in more macroscopic numerical simulations, i.e. where the electrokinetic problem is not fully resolved.
I. INTRODUCTION
Precisely controlling the effective wetting properties of droplets in immiscible two-phase flows is desirable in many applications, from fabricating microfluidic devices [1] [2] [3] and electronic displays [4] [5] [6] [7] to understanding the microscopic dynamics of enhanced oil recovery, which has field-scale consequences [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Lippmann already in the 19th century [13, 14] laid the groundwork for the field of electrowetting, by making the observation that applying an electric field indeed can change the wetting behaviour of conductive liquid-liquid systems. The depencence of the contact angle θ on the applied electric potential V 0 could be described by a quadratic law,
where θ 0 is the contact angle in the absence of electrical fields, and B is a phenomenological parameter. Eq. (1) can also be inferred from Gibbs' adsorption isotherm [15, 16] . Theoretical and experimental works have explained the basic mechanisms of electrowetting, particularly in the case of conducting liquids [14, 17] . Careful experiments show that the contact angle described by Eq. (1) is a macroscopic effect, apparent only on scales beyond the insulator thickness [18] . Two notable remaining open issues within electrowetting are (1) the dynamics of the contact line [19] , and (2) the effect of electrolytes in either of the phases on the wetting [17] . * linga@nbi.dk
The latter point was explored theoretically by Monroe et al. [15, 20] , who considered interfaces between two immiscible electrolytic solutions (ITIES), and obtained a transcendental expression for the contact angle of a droplet sitting on an isolated, grounded plate using an energy minimization approach. In contrast to "conventional" electrowetting systems, the phases in ITIES systems contain ions which cannot pass over to the other phase (nor the plate). The apparent contact angle in the case of conductive liquids can only become more acute with the application of a potential, while the latter work showed that contact angles in the presence of electrolytes (and in the absence of flow) could become both obtuse or acute depending on the concentrations, permittivities and applied potential.
For conductive liquids with low net concentration of charge, the leaky-dielectric model is admissible. Originally, this model was proposed by Taylor [21] (and revisited by Melcher and Taylor [22] ) to describe the distortion of drops in electric fields. Since advection and diffusion of charges is neglected in this model, the electric double layers (EDLs), characterized by the Debye length, are not resolved. As shown rigorously by Schnitzer and Yariv [23] , it can be seen as a thin Debye layer limit of the full electrokinetic model [24, 25] . However, when ionic effects are important and charges are not constrained to the liquid-liquid interface, the more detailed level of description (i.e., resolving the full electrokinetic model) is necessary. Several authors have considered the full model in the absence of boundaries (i.e. for droplets immersed in a liquid). Berry et al. [26] presented a sharp-interface combined level-set/volume-of-fluid method to simulate such systems, as an enhancement compared to the leakydielectric simulations by Tomar et al. [27] and the charge conservative model by López-Herrera et al. [28] . Eck et al. [19] provided the first direct simulation studies of dynamic electrowetting with electrolytes. The model used in the latter work belongs to the leaky-dielectric type, as the mobility does not depend on concentration. However, it contains a concentration regularisation parameter which introduces a length scale, and effectively sets the thickness of the Debye layer. A similar model and a more detailed study was carried out by Nochetto et al. [29] . Other works have adopted a more macroscopic viewpoint and used the electrowetting contact angle as an input to model effective behaviour on the microfluidic scale [30] [31] [32] . On the other hand, there are a number of assumptions underpinning the purely theoretical works of Monroe et al. [15] , and as experiments remain sparse, simulations would be of interest to test validity of, and extensions to, the theory. To the authors' knowledge, there has been no systematic numerical study of the direct dependency of the contact angle on applied electric potential for a fully resolved electrohydrodynamic model with partially soluble electrolytes.
In this work, we consider theoretically and numerically the effect of an applied potential on the wetting properties of an immiscible two-phase system consisting of a single droplet placed on an insulated electrode. The droplet phase is non-conducting, while the surrounding fluid contains an electrolyte, and all interfaces are taken to be impermeable. Such approximations are valid for many industrially and geologically relevant systems such as oil-in-water flows [26] . Using Poisson-Boltzmann theory and following the approach of Ref. [15] , we develop a theoretical prediction for the apparent contact angle dependency on applied potential. In our simulations, we use the thermodynamically consistent and frame-invariant model for two-phase electrokinetic flow which was proposed by Campillo-Funollet et al. [33] . This phase-field model combines the Nernst-Planck equation for chemical transport, the Poisson equation for electrostatics, the Cahn-Hilliard equation for the description of the interface, and the Navier-Stokes equations for fluid flow. Using a recently introduced solver [34] for this model, we simulate electrowetting dynamically. We demonstrate explicitly that the contact angle is only apparent on scales beyond the Debye length, whereas the microscopic contact angle remains unaffected. Our main finding is that the apparent contact angle dependency is well described by the theoretical prediction, in particular when our only phenomenological quantity, the effective screening area, is modelled as a function solely of the ratio between the permittivities. This, microscopically viewed, apparent contact angle, can thus be turned into a fixed contact angle boundary condition which can be used for simulations on more macroscopic scales.
II. MODEL SYSTEM
We consider a droplet (phase d), surrounded by another fluid (phase s), sitting on an electrode (phase e) in the presence of an electric field. A sketch of the system set-up is shown in Fig. 1 . Within the surrounding fluid, a binary salt is dissolved. We denote the concentrations of these ionic species by c ± . We consider symmetric ions, such that z ± = ±z are the valencies of the ions. The ions are not allowed to pass through the liquid-liquid interface (ds), and the droplet contains no ions. This set-up is representative of most oil-in-water systems and most microfluidic applications.
Schematic set-up of the numerical experiment. Here, d indicates the droplet phase, s indicates the surrounding phase, and e indicates the electrode. The figure shows the final state after the application of a potential difference V0 between the two electrodes. Due to the dissolved electrolytes in phase s, an electric double layer, characterized by the Debye length λs is formed near the lower electrode, and an apparent contact angle θ is formed. Also indicated with a dotted line is the initial state of the droplet (where V0 = 0), forming the contact angle θ0. Note that the simulations considered herein exploit the indicated axial symmetry of the problem. A closeup view of the contact line shows how the contact angle θ0 persists on small scales, whereas the apparent contact angle θ is only evident on sufficiently large scales.
The substrate is held at a constant electric potential V = V 0 , while the system is grounded far from the droplet. We take the lower boundary, representing the electrode, to be impermeable for ions and the fluid phase, and hence assume a no-slip condition. This assumption, which implies zero conduction through the system, is the main distinction from most of the existing literature [14] .
Conversely, the top boundary mimics a reservoir and thus assumes constant concentrations, i.e. c ± = c 0 . Due to the impermeable boundary, an EDL is formed near the electrode, as quantified by the Debye length λ s indicated in Fig. 1 . It is well known that the local contact angle θ 0 is given by the interfacial energies between the three phases, while on scales beyond λ s , an apparent contact line θ is formed. Using the presented set-up, we shall in the forthcoming consider how this apparent contact angle depends on the applied potential V 0 .
III. THEORY
Two-phase electrokinetic fluid dynamics is described by the coupled problem of solute transport, fluid flow and electrostatics. The Nernst-Planck equation governs the chemical chemical transport,
where t is the time, u is the fluid velocity, E = −∇V is the electric field, D ± are the diffusivities of the "±" ions, k B is Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature and q e is the elementary charge. Electrostatic equilibrium is determined by the Poisson equation,
where 0 is the vacuum permittivity, r is the relative permittivity, and the total charge is given by ρ e = q e z(c + − c − ). The fluid flow is governed by the NavierStokes equations,
where ρ is the density, µ is the dynamic viscosity, and p is the pressure. The equations are closed by boundary conditions and the continuity of the normal stress across the interface between the phases,
Here, the pressure p has been redefined to absorb an osmotic contribution, Du = (∇u + ∇u T )/2 is the (symmetric) strain-rate tensor, κ is the interface curvature, andn is an interface normal.
A. Scaled variables
We employ a standard electrokinetic scaling to obtain dimensionless variables which are more practical to work with in the following. To this end, we introduce the dimensionless variables indicated by a tilde; such that
Here, all the quantities marked by an asterisk are reference values. Further, all length variables are scaled by a droplet reference linear size R * , i.e., x = x/R * . In particular, the electric potential V is scaled by the thermal voltage,
The remaining reference quantities are given by,
Note that timet is given in advective time units. Adopting the chosen scaling, and subsequently skipping the tildes, now results in a model consisting of the set of equations (2) to (6), but where zq e = k B T = 0 = 1 and r → . For simplicity of notation we shall thus retain this normalization throughout the paper.
B. Equilibrium free energy
We are here interested in the time-asymptotic steady state of the droplet. Since there is an impermeable noslip boundary at y = 0, and hence no charge transport through the system in the steady-state, the steady state will be without fluid circulation. We can thus safely neglect the velocity field in seeking the time-asymptotic state.
We denote the phasic quantities of the concentrations by c i , the (dynamic) viscosity by µ i , the permittivities by i , for phases i ∈ {d, s}, and the interface energies by σ j , for j ∈ {ds, de, es}. The droplet and surrounding subvolumes are denoted by Ω d and Ω s , respectively.
Following Monroe et al. [15] , we write the Gibbs energy G of the system as
Here, A de is the area between the droplet and the electrode, A ds is the area between the droplet and the surroundings, and A es is the area between the electrode and the surrounding fluid. Like Ω s and A es , this energy scales with the size of the domain, and we need to fix it by defining some reference. The reference state can be chosen as the state without a droplet, G 0 . We denote the deviation from this reference by ∆G = G − G 0 . In contrast to Monroe et al. [15] , we consider here a droplet which does not contain electrolytes. Neglecting the energetic contribution of the electric field within the droplet and the charge distribution around the droplet, the deviation in Gibbs free energy from a reference state without a droplet, can in the large droplet approximation of non-linear Poisson-Boltzmann theory [15] be written
Here, ∆p is the pressure difference across the interface, which here is to be considered as a Lagrange multiplier. Since Eq. (12) was derived without accounting for the energy within the droplet, this expression provides an upper bound for the energy. This can be realized by considering the contribution from the thin screening layer outside the droplet (interface ds) and the negative sign of the electric field inside the droplet.
C. A scaling ansatz
To somewhat simplify, we define the quantity
which, along with the applied potential V 0 , is predicted to be a control parameter of the system. To incorporate the effect of screening the electric field due to the droplet, we heuristically generalize Eq. (12) . Since the electric flux into the droplet is roughly proportional to the contact area A de , we postulate that the effect can effectively be incorporated by making the modification
where f → f 0 in the limit of no electrical flux through the droplet (and hence no screening around). Note, that to be consistent with the "upper bound" observation made above, we must have f ≤ f 0 for all sets of parameters. Further, making the ansatz that f /f 0 should depend only on quantities present in both phases, that further contribute to the energy in the equilibrium state (cf. Eq. (11)), we have
where h ≤ 1 is an unknown function.
D. Expression for the contact angle
When the surface tension σ ds is sufficiently high, and considering a two-dimensional system, we may take the droplet to be a circular cap. We can write down expressions for the interfacial areas and the droplet volume in terms of circle radius r and angle θ:
The latter yields
Now, Eq. (14) can be written as
where
We need to minimize ∆G with respect to the apparent contact angle θ; this amounts to finding the θ that minimizes
i.e. solving,
This gives
The second factor on the left hand side is nonzero for θ ∈ (0, π). Hence, the apparent contact angle is given by cos θ = −ξ (which can also be verified to correspond to a minimum in χ). This can be written as
Thus we have a simple expression for what to expect from numerical simulations. Notably, since we know from before that f ≤ f 0 , we thus have a prediction of a lower bound for the contact angle, namely
Furthermore, expression (22) is consistent with Lippmann's expression (1) in the limit of V 0 1. This leads us to the identification
and hence we have obtained a prediction of the phenomenological parameter B.
We shall check the validity of Eqs. (22) and (15) numerically in the forthcoming.
IV. PHASE-FIELD MODEL AND SIMULATIONS
For simulating the two-phase flow problem of dynamic electrowetting, we adopt a phase-field (or diffuseinterface) approach. The interface is described by the order parameter field φ which attains the values ±1 respectively in the two phases, and interpolates between the two across the diffuse interface of thickness . In the limit ε → 0, the equations should reproduce the correct sharp-interface physics (see Ref. [34] ). A thermodynamically consistent phase-field model fit for our purpose was formulated by Campillo-Funollet et al. [33] , and is given by the following set of equations:
Here, Eqs. (25) and (26) are the incompressible NavierStokes equations, the Nernst-Planck equation (28) governs solute transport, and the Poisson equation (29) determines electrostatic equilibrium. The phase field φ takes the value φ = −1 in phase s, and the value φ = 1 in phase d. The (conservative) temporal evolution of φ is governed by the Cahn-Hilliard equation (27) , wherein the diffusion term is controlled by the phase field mobility M (φ). Here, we use the non-linear phase-field mobility
where M 0 is a constant, and (·) + = max(·, 0). The chemical potential of species c ± is given by
where β ± (φ) is an energy penalty for dissolving ions c ± in the phase given by φ. The chemical potential g φ of the phase field φ is given by:
where σ ds is the surface tension, is the interface thickness, and W (φ) is a double well potential. Here, we adopt the commonly used W (φ) = (1 − φ 2 ) 2 /4. The density field ρ, viscosity field µ, permittivity field ε, solubility energies β ± , and diffusivity fields D ± all depend on the phase, i.e. φ. In this work, they are given by the following weighted arithmetic averages (WAA):
Tomar et al. [27] found, for a level-set electrohydrodynamics model with smoothed interfacial properties, that using a weighted harmonic average (WHA) for the permittivity yielded more precise results for the electric field than the WAA did. However, for a model including free charges, López-Herrera et al. [28] found no evidence that WHA was superior, and for simplicity we therefore use the WAA for all fields.
A. Boundary conditions
Most boundary conditions involved in the present work are of Dirichlet type. We set fixed electric potential at the top and bottom boundaries, and a no-slip condition on the velocity field at the bottom boundary, and fixed concentrations on the top boundary. Further, we assume a no-flux condition on the concentration fields at the bottom boundary. With regard to the phase-field, a dynamic wetting boundary condition can be expressed as the following Robin condition [35] :
where θ 0 is the prescribed contact angle, τ w is a relaxation parameter, and f w (φ) = (2 + 3φ − φ 3 )/4 interpolates smoothly between 0 (at φ = −1) and 1 (at φ = 1). In order not to introduce an additional unknown time scale into the problem, we limit ourselves to considering Eq. (38) with τ w = 0. Electrowetting with emphasis on contact line pinning was previously studied numerically by Nochetto et al. [29] , who used a generalized Navier boundary condition on the velocity field (cf. [36] ). However, as contact-line modelling remains phenomenological, we shall leave it for further work.
B. Numerical implementation
We consider computationally the 2D domain [0, L x ] × [0, L y ], since as indicated in Fig. 1 , a mirror symmetry is present. Although alternatively an axially symmetric geometry could have been considered, we consider here the purely two-dimensional case. In order to mimic a reflective boundary and without loss of generality, we use a free slip condition on the left hand side and a no-flux condition on both electrolyte concentration and electric potential. The numerical benefits are that this avoids drift of the droplet (due to numerical noise or mesh asymmetries) and limits the computational domain to half the size.
The simulation is initiated with a (half ) circular droplet cap of area πR 2 0 /4 (in the half domain) that forms a contact angle of θ 0 with the surface, and a uniform concentration of both ions is set in the surrounding phase. At time t = 0, a potential V is set at the bottom electrode.
To solve the equations numerically we use the finiteelement solver Bernaise developed by the authors, and presented and validated in a separate work [34] . Bernaise is written in Python and builds on the FEniCS/Dolfin framework [37, 38] . The solver operates on unstructured meshes and is therefore suitable when different parts of the domain require very different resolutions.
A typical mesh used in the simulations is shown in Fig. 2 . The mesh is gradually refined near the elec- trode, to resolve the electrical double layer that arises here. Further, around the evolving interface, a fine mesh is required; both to resolve the diffuse interface associated with the phase field, and to resolve the Debye layer. In order to capture the motion of the interface without having to refine adaptively (which is both undesirable for parallelization, and has limited support in FEniCS), the mesh is refined beforehand over an extended area suitable for circle caps with both acute and obtuse contact angles. For the time integration of the discretized equations, we use the same linear operator splitting scheme as presented in Ref. [34] . With regard to spatial discretization, we use P 2 finite elements for the velocity field, and P 1 elements for the remaining fields. In Sec. III A, the governing equations were scaled, and since the simulations are carried out in these scaled variables, the results may correspond to a variety of parameter sets. However, it is interesting to consider concrete physical values in order to relate the numerical experiments to reality. We consider as an example the components of the ITIES set-up considered by Monroe et al. [20] , with a nitrobenzene droplet and water surroundings. The relevant phasic parameters are given in Tab. I. Additionally, the surface tension of the water-nitrobenzene interface is (in the order of magnitude) σ ds 25 · 10
kg/s 2 [39] . We are now in a position to estimate the expected control parameter f 0 defined in Eq. (13) . Translating back to the dimensional quantities, we have the expression
which gives a numerical (dimensionless) value of the order f 0 0.3. By inspecting (23), we see that this value imparts significant deviations from the neutral angle even at moderate V T . For example, complete dewetting is predicted at V 0 7V T (assuming the neutral contact angle θ 0 = π/2 in the absence of electric field). For systems with lower surface tension and/or higher concentration, the effect should be stronger. Inspired by the parameters for the water-nitrobenzene system, we make the simplifying assumptions ρ d ρ s , µ d µ s , and D − D + . On the other hand, we choose µ s /ρ s ∼ D ± in order to reduce the computation required to equilibrate the charges in the system. This does not have consequences for the time-asymptotic solution (cf. Eq. (11)), and should only have minor consequences for the dynamics.
V. RESULTS
Here, we study numerically the dynamic relaxation to an apparent contact angle when an electric field is suddenly turned on.
A. Qualitative description
When the potential difference is applied at time t = 0, charge quickly flows towards the bottom electrode to screen the charge. Gradually, the contact line moves and an apparent contact angle forms. In Fig. 3 we visualize the relaxation to the apparent contact angle for one specific applied voltage. Inspecting the local contact angle, we see that the contact angle approaches the strictly enforced angle, here θ 0 = π/2. This is further quantified in Fig. 4 , where we compare the final state for the same setup, same parameters and applied potential, where only the droplet size is varied. As seen from the figure, the shape of the droplet is fairly robust to the size of the droplet, but is slightly distorted due to the presence of the three-phase contact region. However, as the Debye length becomes small compared to the droplet radius, the apparent contact angle persists.
B. Contact angle relaxation in time
We now seek to quantify the evolution of the apparent contact angle through time. We compute this angle by fitting a semi-circle to the zero-level set of the phase field, for all points where y ≥ 0.1 (∼ R 0 /10). The intersection between this circle and the y = 0 plane determines the apparent contact angle θ. In Fig. 5 , we plot the resulting contact angle in time for a range of potential drops. 
C. Dependence of the contact angle on applied potential
In Fig. 6 , we plot the contact angle as a function of applied potential, for a range of different parameter sets. The parameter sets corresponding to Fig. 6 are given in Table II . The functional form seems to be sensitively dependent on the parameters used.
The prediction of Eq. (22) suggests that plotting cos θ − cos θ 0 against the composite variable √ s c 0 /σ sinh 2 (V 0 /4), should make the points fall on a straight line, provided that f is independent of V . In Fig. 7 , we show for a range of different parameters the Table  II .
contact angle as a function of this composite variable. As predicted by Eq. (22), it is clear that the proposed functional form matches very well for the entire range until complete dewetting. Indeed, we find that the points fall onto straight lines for a range of parameters. Further, the predicted inequality, (23), seems to be satisfied for all. From the figure, it is apparent that the slope of the curves depend mainly on the permittivities in the two phases.
To investigate the role of the permittivities in the two phases, we fit linear slopes to the data plotted in Fig. 7 . In particular, we use Y = cos θ − cos θ 0 and X = √ s c 0 /σ sinh 2 (V 0 /4), and find for each parameter set the slope k which minimizes the residual of the fit of Y = kX to the (X, Y ) data points. The resulting slopes k (which are all such that −8 √ 2 ≤ k ≤ 0) are expect f ≤ f 0 , the y axis has been shifted by the numerical prefactor in f 0 , 8 √ 2. We heuristically fit a function B( d / s ) α to these points using least squares, where B, α are (dimensionless) fitting parameters. The best fit gives B 2.6 and α = 0.28 (with rather large residuals). Note that many functional forms would yield fairly equal results. Our motivation for using exactly this functional form was merely that it required the fewest possible parameters to provide a reasonable fit for the entire range. Nevertheless, using this scaling function, we are as expected able to collapse the data shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The resulting relationship is shown in Fig. 9 . By inspection, moderate deviations from the exact relationship between the abscissa and ordinate quantities can be seen, indicating that improvement could be gained by explicitly taking into account the energy within and around the droplet in the free energy (12) . This is, however, out of the scope of the current work.
Within the crude approximations made in deriving 
Collapse of the contact angle data involved in Eq. (40), using the same data as presented in Figs. 6 and 7 . The black solid line indicates an exact relationship between the ordinate and the abscissa.
(22), however, the expression
well describes the apparent contact angle for the parameter range considered herein.
D. Relaxation times
As mentioned previously, it is out of the scope of this work to consider quantitative modelling of the contact line motion. However, it is in place to inspect the relaxation times associated with the final apparent contact angles presented in the previous subsection.
We estimate the relaxation times t r by fitting an exponential function, C + C exp(−t/t r ) to the contact angles as function of time t (cf. Fig. 5 ), where C, C , t r are considered fitting parameters. In the main panel of Fig. 10 , we show the relaxation times that correspond to the final contact angles shown in Fig. 6 . The relaxation times are fairly constant for each parameter set. Deviations are noticeable when the applied voltage is low, i.e. when the contact angle only changes very slightly and the exponential fit becomes unreliable. Further, at higher V 0 , the apparent contact angle becomes very obtuse and thus θ becomes sensitive to the circular fit. The slight drift seen in the relaxation times should be attributed to that.
On dimensional grounds, we might expect, for flows dominated by viscous and capillary forces,
where 0 is a typical length scale which we take to be the length scale of the wetted area in the initial state. This is further admissible since have not introduced any (pinning) dissipation at the moving-contact line in our model. We check this by plotting the dimensionless quantity t r σ/(Rµ) against e.g. the quantity cos θ − cos θ 0 , and the resulting plot is shown in the inset of Fig. 10 . The data points collapse fairly well, indicating that the time scale identified above is the relevant time scale in our simulations.
E. Comparison to effective modelling
As suggested by Eq. (40), it might be useful to avoid simulating dynamic electrowetting using the full model, and instead incorporate the result as a modified contact angle boundary condition. Recalling Eq. (38) (putting again τ w = 0), we may simply replace θ 0 by the expression for θ(V 0 ) given by Eq. (40) . This yields the phasefield boundary condition
Now, we carry out a direct comparison between the full model and the effective model, where the whole electrochemistry. In Fig. 11 we show a direct comparison of the time evolution (for a simulation at V 0 = 2.5) between these two approaches. As can be seen from the figure, the effective BC approach leads to a faster relaxation to the final contact angle. The latter also slightly overshoots compared to the simulations using the full model, as can be seen from the inset of Fig. 11 . Hence, the two approaches differ, but not necessarily significantly more than the variations seen within the simulations using the full model, as documented in Figs. 10 and 9 . This indicates that the effective BC approach is admissible, but that further modelling might be necessary to quantitatively model the contact line motion.
VI. DISCUSSION
Compared to similar models of electrowetting [19, 29, 33] , we have here used a model that accounts for different ions, and where the conductivity is dependent on the local ion concentration instead of being held fixed. We have studied systematically the effect of varying the applied potential as well as other physical parameters. We confirm the results by Mugele and Buehrle [18] , that the contact angle observed by Lippmann is a macroscopic apparent contact angle (also commented by e.g. [19] ). For a conducting system, the key length scale is the insulator thickness d and the apparent contact angle is only observed on scales beyond d. In our case, we consider an equipotential boundary, and therefore the length scale that controls the apparent contact angle is the Debye length λ s in the surrounding fluid.
Monroe et al. [15] considered theoretically a set-up where ions were dissolved in both phases, whereas we considered the case, where the droplet phase contained no ions. The Poisson-Boltzmann solution to the electrolyte system presented in Ref. [15] was not applicable in our case. Nonetheless, our numerical experiments have shown that a simplified and slightly heuristically generalized version of the prediction in Ref. [15] provides a good description of the contact angle as function of the the applied potential -even for relatively large Debye lengths.
Clearly, many approximations underpin our results. First, for the Nernst-Planck equations to hold, we are limited to ideal (i.e. weak) ionic solutions. High concentrations would probably not be compatible with the assumption of impermeable interfaces. Due to resolution requirements, we have limited ourselves to twodimensional simulations. Future studies building on the present work should consider axisymmetric or fully threedimensional geometries. From a theoretical point of view, a derivation explicitly taking into account e.g. the energyminimizing electrostatic potential distribution along the droplet interface, could improve the suggested relation between contact angle and applied potential.
The assumption of a circular droplet geometry (away from the three-phase contact line) may fail when the surface tension, at least compared to the Maxwell stresses, becomes small. Hence, the results presented are only expected to hold for high surface tension. We emphasize that although the results presented herein (e.g. Eq. (40)) should clearly not be used outside their domain of validity, the work presented yields a recipe for extending the covered parameter space. Further, we demonstrated here that numerically resolving electrical double layers constitute an alternative route to obtaining very obtuse or acute contact angles in diffuse-interface simulations of two-phase flow with boundaries.
As mentioned previously, we have not attempted to model contact line friction quantitatively, since this remains in itself an important direction of research. A next step could be to include the generalized Navier slip boundary condition [36, 40] , as was done by Nochetto et al. [29] . Finally, we did not consider any direct dependency between surface energies and the applied potential. In general, it would require more detailed modelling to reproduce all the electrochemical effects that are present in experimental settings.
VII. CONCLUSION
Controlling wetting properties of two-phase systems is desirable for a wide range of applications. We have in this paper considered how an applied electric field can control the wetting properties of an electrolytic two-phase system. To this end, the electrowetting set-up of a droplet sitting on top of an isolated conductor, and where an electrolyte is dissolved in the surrounding phase, was numerically simulated. This was achieved using a phase-field model for the full electrokinetic two-phase flow problem. We confirmed observations of similar systems from the literature [18] , i.e. that an apparent contact angle forms on scales beyond the Debye length, which characterizes the extent of the electric double layer. A main result of our work is summarized in our expression for the effective contact angle, Eq. (40), which was motivated by predictions from nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann theory. For models operating on larger scales, the use of such an effec-tive contact angle can greatly improve the computational efficiency.
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